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A.  Match the words. 

habitat hide grassland adaptation survive 

___ survive _________1.  keep living. 

____ habitat ________2.  a place for animals and plants. 

____ hide __________ 3.  somewhere you can’t be seen. 

____ grassland ______4.  herbivores live here. 

____ adaptation _____5.  a change in something’s body. 

 

cools Clouds water vapor hail air 

1.  When water vapor ____ cools __________, it turns into drops of water or ice.  

2.  Water vapor is water that goes up into the _____ air _________.  

3.  ____ Clouds __________are made up of water and bits of ice. 

4.  When water drops or the ice gets big it will fall as rain, snow, or__ hail ______. 

5.  The Sun’s heat can turn water into ___ water vapor ___________. 

 

B.  Choose the correct one. 

(   A    )1.  A ______________ is a body of fresh water.  

(A) lake                  (B) ocean 

(   A    )2.  An ______________  is a deep body of salty water. 

(A) ocean                (B) pond 



(   B    )3.  Fresh water has ______________ salt in it.    

(A) a lot                 (B) no 

(   A    )4.  A giraffe’s long ______________ is an adaptation to help it live. 

 (A) neck                  (B) tail 

(   B    )5.  Bees help plants make ______________plants by carrying pollen. 

 (A) old                  (B) new 

(   B    )6.  The ______________is at the beginning of every food chain. 

 (A) water                 (B) Sun 

 

C.  Write down your answer to the questions. 

Why are shelters needed by some animals? 

They have a safe place to live.                                                                             

                                                                             

 

D.  Write true (T) or false(F) next to the sentences. 

1. A rain gauge measures wind.                                 F         

2. A thermometer measures temperature.                          T         

3. Weather affects what you do.                                 T         

4.  A wind vane measures rain falls.                             F         

5. Cirrus clouds are mostly water drops.                          F         


